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Abstract

Trypanosoma are blood-borne parasites and are the causative agents of neglected

tropical diseases (NTDs) affecting both humans and animals. These parasites

mainly rely on glycolysis for their energy production within the mammalian host,

which is why trypanosomal glycolytic enzymes have been pursued as interesting

targets for the development of trypanocidal drugs. The structure-function rela-

tionships of pyruvate kinases (PYKs) from trypanosomatids (Trypanosoma and

Leishmania) have been well-studied within this context. In this paper, we de-

scribe the structural and enzymatic characterization of PYK from T. congolense

(TcoPYK), the main causative agent of Animal African Trypanosomosis (AAT),

by employing a combination of enzymatic assays, thermal unfolding studies and
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X-ray crystallography.

Keywords: X-ray crystallography, enzyme kinetics, Trypanosomes, glycolysis,

pyruvate kinase

1. Introduction

Glycolysis represents one of the most conserved metabolic pathways across

all kingdoms of life. The last reaction of this 10-step cascade is catalyzed by

the enzyme pyruvate kinase (PYK), which transfers the phosphate group from

phosphoenolpyruvate (PEP) to an ADP molecule in order to produce ATP and5

pyruvate. This requires the presence of K+ and Mg2+ as co-factors [1]. Be-

cause of their role in ATP production and distribution of fluxes into different

metabolic branches, the activity of PYKs is usually tightly regulated. Depend-

ing on the organism, this may be achieved through i) the generation of different

isoforms [2], ii) post-translational modifications [3, 4, 5, 6], and/or iii) bind-10

ing of multiple allosteric effector molecules [7, 8, 9, 10, 11]. In the context of

the latter mechanism, the effector fructose 1,6-bisphosphate (F16BP) has been

identified as the most common allosteric activator of PYKs across different

species [7, 8, 12, 13]. However, variations on this theme exist as the activity of

some PYKs are modulated only by other effectors [11, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18].15

In trypanosomatid parasites, such as Trypanosoma and Leishmania, a large part

of the glycolysis occurs inside specialized peroxisomes called glycosomes [19, 20,

21], which house the first seven glycolytic enzymes involved in the conversion of

glucose into 3-phosphoglycerate. The remaining downstream reactions (includ-

ing the one catalyzed by PYK) are carried out in the parasite’s cytosol. Like20

most PYKs, trypanosomatid PYKs are homotetramers. The PYK monomer

is a ∼55 kDa protein organized into four domains termed “N”, “A”, “B”, and

“C” (Figure 1A). The A domain (residues 19-89 and 188-358), which constitutes

the largest part of the PYK monomer, is characterized by an (α/β)8-TIM barrel

fold that harbors the active site. Together with the N-terminal domain (residues25

1-18), it is also involved in the formation of the AA’ dimer interface in the PYK
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tetramer. The B domain (residues 90-187) is known as the flexible “lid” domain

that shields the active site during enzyme-mediated phosphotransfer. Finally,

the C domain (residues 359-499) harbors the binding pocket for allosteric ef-

fectors and stabilizes the PYK tetramer by formation of CC’ dimer interfaces.30

Interestingly, unlike for most PYKs, fructose 2,6-bisphosphate (F26BP) is a

much more potent allosteric activator of trypanosomatid PYKs compared to

F16BP [22, 23, 24].

The allosteric regulation of trypanosomatid PYKs has been extensively studied

and can be explained via the so-called “rock-and-lock” model coined by Mor-35

gan and co-workers [10]. In the absence of substrates (PEP and ADP) and

effectors (F26BP or F16BP), trypanosomatid PYKs reside in an inactive and

relatively unstable (and flexible) T-state. The binding of substrates causes the

enzyme to “rock”. This consists of several structural rearrangements across the

entire PYK tetramer that involve i) AC-core rotation of 6°-8° (with residues40

430-434 as a pivot point), ii) closing of the lid domain (rotation of 30°-40°), iii)

stabilization of the AA’ dimer interfaces, and iv) flipping of the Arg311 side

chain as part of remodeling the catalytic pocket for substrate accommodation.

While the “rocked” substrate-bound form (R-state) of PYK is committed to

catalysis, in the absence of effectors, trypanosomatid PYKs are characterized45

by sigmoidal kinetics and display lower specificity constants (kcat/S0.5 values)

for their substrate PEP compared to their effector-bound form. The binding of

effectors to PYK’s C domain generates a “lock” in addition to the “rock”. This

prompts the enzyme to adopt a conformation primed for efficient catalysis; this

involves i) the 6°-8° AC-core rotation ii) stabilization of the CC’ dimer interfaces50

through salt bridge formation, and iii) the Arg311 flip. Under these conditions,

PYK resides in a stabilized “rocked and locked” state, which has a significantly

higher specificity constant and displays hyperbolic kinetics in relation to the

binding of its substrates [25]. Hence, PYK is only fully committed to highly

efficient catalysis when both its substrates and effectors are bound. Obtaining a55

detailed understanding of the structure-function relationship of trypanosomatid

glycolytic enzymes is important, because they represent attractive targets for
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the development of anti-trypanosomal drugs [26, 27, 28].

In this paper, we present an enzymatic and structural characterization of PYK

from T. congolense (TcoPYK), the main causative agent of Animal African Try-60

panosomosis (AAT). Through enzymatic assays, we show that, as expected, the

enzyme’s specificity constant increases upon addition of the allosteric effectors

(F16BP or F26BP). However, changes are substantially smaller for TcoPYK

compared to T. brucei PYK (TbrPYK), which is one of the reference models

for the behavior of trypanosomatid PYKs [29]. Despite this subtle difference,65

thermal stability experiments suggest that the TcoPYK mechanism of action

can still be explained by the “rock-and-lock” model described for other try-

panosomatid PYKs. In addition, two R-state crystal structures of TcoPYK

are discussed: TcoPYK in complex with i) its allosteric effector F16BP and ii)

citrate, which occupies the enzyme’s active site.70
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2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Cloning, protein production, and purification

All details concerning cloning, protein production, and protein purification

of TcoPYK have been previously described [30]. TbrPYK was obtained by

applying the same protocols.75

2.2. Enzyme kinetics

The activity assays and enzyme kinetics of TcoPYK were measured and

determined in a similar manner as for TbrPYK [29] with some minor modifica-

tions. Briefly, the activity of the enzyme was measured by following the decay

of NADH absorbance at 340 nm in a lactate-dehydrogenase (LDH)-coupled sys-80

tem, ensuring that the TcoPYK-catalyzed reaction is rate limiting. Enzyme

activity was measured at 25°C in a 100 µl reaction mixture containing 50 mM

triethanolamine (TEA) buffer pH=7.2, 10 mM MgCl2, 100 mM KCl, 0.5 mM

NADH (Sigma-Aldrich N8129) and 3.2 U of LDH from rabbit muscle (Sigma-

Aldrich L1254-5KU). The substrates (PEP and ADP) and the effectors (F16BP85

and F26BP) were added as indicated further below. TcoPYK was diluted in

assay buffer (50 mM TEA buffer pH=7.2, 10 mM MgCl2, 100 mM KCl) to a

final concentration of 2.5 µg ml−1.

Enzyme kinetics with regards to PEP were studied at saturating concentrations

of ADP (2 mM) and variable concentrations of PEP ranging from 0 mM to 590

mM in the presence or absence of F16BP (2.5 mM) or F26BP (2 µM). After

adding all reagents in the reaction mixture, the decrease in absorbance at 340

nm was monitored for 5 minutes using a microplate reader spectrophotometer

(SpectraMax Plus 384, Molecular Devices). The data were analyzed using Soft-

Max Pro7 software (Molecular Devices).95

Depending on the type of kinetics obtained, the initial rates of NADH oxidation

where determined and fitted using equations 1 or 2. For hyperbolic kinetics,

equation 1 was employed
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V0 =
Vmax · [S]
KM + [S]

(1)

where V0, Vmax, [S] and KM refer to the initial reaction rate, the enzyme’s

maximum rate, the substrate concentration (mM) and the Michaelis-Menten100

constant of TcoPYK, respectively.

For sigmoidal kinetics, equation 2 was used

V0 =
Vmax · [S]nH

SnH
0.5 + [S]nH

(2)

where S0.5 and nH indicate the substrate concentration giving half-maximal

reaction rate (mM) and Hill coefficient, respectively. The turnover number

(kcat) was calculated by the dividing the maximal velocity by the molar enzyme105

concentration (using the subunit molar mass of 56348 g mol1). The speci-

ficity constant of TcoPYK was obtained by determining the ratios kcat/KM or

kcat/S0.5.

For the citrate inhibition experiments, the set-up described above was employed

at 5 mM PEP with the addition of several citrate concentrations ranging from110

0 mM to 25 mM.

2.3. Differential scanning fluorimetry

Differential scanning fluorimetry (DSF) experiments were performed to de-

termine the apparent melting temperatures (Tm,app) of TcoPYK in the presence

and absence of its effector F16BP and substrate PEP. DSF was performed on115

a CFX Connect Real-Time System Thermal Cycler (Bio-RAD). Data were col-

lected from 10°C to 95°C at a scan rate of 1°C min−1. The fluorescence signal

was recorded every 0.5°C. Experiments were carried out in 96-well plates and

the total sample volume was 25 µl. To determine the optimal protein-dye ratio,

a grid screen of various concentrations of SYPRO orange dye (Life Technolo-120

gies) (ranging from 0x to 100x) and TcoPYK (ranging from 0 µM to 50 µM)

was carried out. After identification of a suitable condition (10x SYPRO orange

dye and 5 µM TcoPYK), the Tm,app of the enzyme was measured in assay buffer
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(20 mM Tris-HCl, 150 mM NaCl, 10 mM MgCl2, 100 mM KCl, pH 7.2) in the

presence and absence of F16BP (5 mM), PEP (10 mM), and citrate (25 mM125

and 50 mM). All experiments were conducted in triplicate.

2.4. Crystallization, data collection and processing, and structure determination

TcoPYK was concentrated to 4 mg ml−1 using a 50,000 molecular weight

cut-off concentrator (Sartorius Vivaspin20). Crystallization conditions were

screened manually using the hanging-drop vapor-diffusion method in 48-well130

plates (Hampton VDX greased) with drops consisting of 2 µl protein solution

and 2 µl reservoir solution equilibrated against 150 µl reservoir solution. Com-

mercial screens from Hampton Research (Crystal Screen, Crystal Screen 2, Crys-

tal Screen Lite, Index, Crystal Screen Cryo), Molecular Dimensions (MIDAS,

JCSG+), and Jena Bioscience (JBScreen Classic 1–10) were used for initial135

screening. The affinity tag was retained for crystallization. The crystal plates

were incubated at 20°C. Diffraction-quality crystals of apo TcoPYK were ob-

tained in an optimized variant of the JCSG+ (Molecular Dimensions) condition

no. 3 (100 mM ammonium citrate dibasic, 12.5% PEG 3350) and the crys-

tals grew after approximately 14 days. For TcoPYK-F16BP, diffraction quality140

crystals were obtained in an optimized variant of the JBScreen Classic 4 (Jena

Bioscience) condition no. D3 (50 mM magnesium acetate, 225 mM sodium ac-

etate, 10% PEG 8000 and 2.5 mM F16BP) and the crystals grew after a couple

of weeks.

The apo TcoPYK and TcoPYK-F16BP crystals were cryocooled in liquid ni-145

trogen with the addition of 30% (v/v) and 25% (v/v) glycerol, respectively,

to the mother liquor as a cryoprotectant in 5% increments. Data sets for the

apo TcoPYK and TcoPYK-F16BP crystals were collected on the PROXIMA1

beamline at the SOLEIL synchrotron (Gif-Sur-Yvette, France) and i03 beam-

line at the DIAMOND synchrotron (Didcot, United Kingdom), respectively.150

Both data sets were processed with XDS [31]. The quality of the collected

data sets was verified by close inspection of the XDS output files and through

phenix.xtriage in the PHENIX package [32]. Twinning tests were also performed
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by phenix.xtriage. Analysis of the unit cell contents was performed with the pro-

gram MATTHEWS-COEF, which is part of the CCP4 package [33]. The struc-155

ture of apo TcoPYK was determined by molecular replacement with PHASER-

MR [34]. The structure of the TbrPYK tetramer (PDB ID: 4HYV [29]) was

used as a search model. Given its notorious flexibility, the B domain of the en-

zyme was deleted for the molecular replacement. This provided a single solution

(top TFZ = 71.1 and top LLG = 6130.8). The structure of TcoPYK-F16BP160

was determined by using the crystal structure of apo TcoPYK as a search model

for molecular replacement. Here, a CC’ interface dimer devoid of its B domains

was employed to search for four copies, which resulted in two quasi identical

solutions (top TFZ = 68.7 and top LLG = 4415.6). For both structures, re-

finement cycles using BUSTER-TNT [35] or the maximum likelihood target165

function cycles of phenix.refine [36] were alternated with manual building using

Coot [37]. The final resolution cut-off was determined through the paired refine-

ment strategy [38], which was performed on the PDB-REDO server [39]. The

crystallographic data for the apo TcoPYK and TcoPYK-F16BP structures are

summarized in Table 1 and have been deposited in the PDB (PDB IDs: 6SU1170

and 6SU2, respectively). Molecular graphics and analyses were performed with

UCSF Chimera [40].
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Table 1: Data collection and refinement statistics. Statistics for the highest resolution

shell are shown in parentheses.
TcoPYK-citrate TcoPYK-F16BP

Data collection statistics
Wavelength (Å) 0.97903 0.99989

Resolution range (Å) 49.33 - 3.0 (3.107 - 3.0) 42.74 - 3.0 (3.107 - 3.0)

Space group aP: P1 oI: I222

a, b, c (Å) 83.45, 107.15, 148.00 112.77, 182.46, 244.85

α, β, γ (◦) 109.7, 90.51, 106.78 90.00, 90.00, 90.00

Mosaicity (◦) 0.390 0.053

Total number of measured reflections 167758 (17254) 691994 (68236)

Unique reflections 85798 (8940) 50876 (5019)

Multiplicity 2.0 (1.9) 13.6 (13.6)

Completeness (%) 93.36 (97.01) 99.89 (99.90)

< I/σ(I) > 6.20 (0.91) 12.18 (0.88)

Wilson B-factor (Å2) 77.63 102.33

Rmeas (%) 14.69 (114.60) 20.09 (271.80)

CC1/2 (%) 0.989 (0.364) 0.998 (0.347)

CC* 0.997 (0.731) 1.000 (0.718)

A.U. contains 2 tetramers 2 dimers

Refinement statistics
CCwork 0.879 (0.536) 0.933 (0.404)

Cfree 0.824 (0.434) 0.941 (0.284)

Rwork (%) 24.76 (33.01) 27.32 (44.09)

Rfree (%) 29.46 (37.16) 30.43 (50.92)

Number of non-hydrogen atoms 28228 14203

macromolecules 27895 14070

ligands 155 84

solvent 178 49

Protein residues 3765 1974

RMS bond lengths (Å) 0.014 0.013

RMS bond angles (◦) 1.91 1.85

Ramachandran favored (%) 92.23 94.04

Ramachandran allowed (%) 7.21 5.40

Ramachandran outliers (%) 0.56 0.56

Rotamer outliers (%) 3.13 3.65

Clashscore 12.83 14.37

Overall MolProbity score 2.47 2.49

Average B-factor (Å2) 86.62 104.79

macromolecules 86.77 104.64

ligands 102.04 150.39

solvent 50.03 71.44

PDB ID 6SU1 6SU2
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3. Results and Discussion

3.1. The allosteric effectors F16BP and F26BP increase the specificity constant

of TcoPYK towards PEP175

The PYK family is well-conserved within the group of kinetoplastids (at least

60% sequence identity), and even more so among members of the Trypanosoma

genus (at least 80% sequence identity). TcoPYK shares high sequence iden-

tity with TbrPYK (88.0%; Figure 1B), which has been extensively studied in

terms of structure and enzymatic mechanism [23, 29]. TcoPYK displays an en-180

zymatic behavior similar to TbrPYK, as was expected given the high degree of

sequence conservation within the trypanosomatid PYK family. The kinetics of

both enzymes in the absence of the allosteric effectors F16BP or F26BP can be

described by a sigmoidal curve (Hill coefficient nH > 1) of which the parameters

are reported in Table 2. In addition, both enzymes display typical features of185

trypanosomatid PYKs [10, 25, 29]: i) the effectors F16BP and F26BP increase

the specificity constants (kcat/S0.5 values), mainly due to a decreased S0.5 value,

and ii) F26BP is a more potent allosteric regulator since its effects are exerted at

micromolar concentrations (compared to millimolar concentrations for F16BP).

A noteworthy observation is the significantly smaller rise in specificity constant190

for TcoPYK (factor of ∼2) compared to TbrPYK (factor of ∼6). This may

suggest that the allosteric effectors F16BP and F26BP have a lower impact on

the specificity constant of TcoPYK towards PEP in comparison with TbrPYK.

3.2. Thermal unfolding studies demonstrate that effector and substrate binding

increase TcoPYK’s thermal stability195

One of the main features of the “rock-and-lock” model is the difference in

thermal stability of the various PYK states due to the rigidification of specific

regions within the tetramer. Thermal unfolding studies for L. mexicana PYK

(LmePYK), T. cruzi (TcrPYK) and TbrPYK have shown the following general

trend in terms of protein stability: apo (T-state) < substrate-bound (R-state) <200

effector-bound (R-state) < substrate and effector-bound (R-state) [10, 25, 29].
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Figure 1: Structure-sequence relationship for trypanosomatid PYKs. (A.) The left

panel displays the PYK monomer. The different domains are color-coded, and the domain

boundaries are shown. The pivot point for the AC core rotation (residues 430-433 for TcoPYK)

is indicated by a magenta arrow. The right panel shows the PYK tetramer and the AA’ and

CC’ dimer interfaces are indicated by dashed lines. The substrate and effectors binding

sites are highlighted by yellow and cyan boxes, respectively. (B.) Sequence alignment of

TcoPYK (Uniprot ID G0UYF4) and TbrPYK (Uniprot ID P30615). The green bar above

the sequence alignment represents all identical amino acids, whereas those indicated by a

black bar are different. The residues marked by the colored circles are involved in interface

interactions, substrate and metal binding, and effector binding (see boxed legend for more

details). The pivot point and effector loop amino acids are indicated by magenta and cyan

boxes, respectively. Arg311 is highlighted by a yellow box.

Table 2: Comparison of kinetic properties of recombinant TcoPYK and TbrPYK.
Substrate Effector Kinetic parameters TcoPYK TbrPYK1 TbrPYK2

PEP None S0.5 (mM) 0.65 ± 0.18 1.88 ± 0.04 1.03 ± 0.08

nH 1.70 ± 0.09 2.28 ± 0.02 1.88 ± 0.12

kcat (min−1) 5.21 ± 1.26 (×103) 6.26 ± 0.65 (×103) 8.72 ± 0.16 (×103)

kcat/S0.5 (mM−1 min−1) 8.79 (×103) 3.33 (×103) 8.49 (×103)

PEP F26BP S0.5 (mM) 0.38 ± 0.12 0.49 ± 0.10 0.12 ± 0.02

nH 1.00 ± 0.07 1.56 ± 0.02 1.19 ± 0.10

kcat (min−1) 6.69 ± 0.03 (×103) 9.12 ± 1.46 (×103) 13.86 ± 0.26 (×103)

kcat/S0.5 (mM−1 min−1) 18.36 (×103) 20.03 (×103) 117.00 (×103)

PEP F16BP S0.5 (mM) 0.33 ± 0.04 0.39 ± 0.01 0.26 ± 0.04

nH 2.32 ± 0.29 1.99 ± 0.05 1.31 ± 0.09

kcat (min−1) 6.44 ± 0.88 (×103) 7.07 ± 1.46 (×103) 11.10 ± 0.23 (×103)

kcat/S0.5 (mM−1 min−1) 19.03 (×103) 19.58 (×103) 42.70 (×103)
1This work (recombinantly produced, His-tagged protein)
2[29] (recombinantly produced, untagged protein)
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Figure 2: Differential scanning fluorimetry measurements. The thermal stability pro-

files of TcoPYK in the absence and presence of substrates and/or effectors. The experimental

data are plotted under a differentiated form in which the curve peaks correspond to the Tm,app

values.

Differential scanning fluorimetry (DSF) experiments conducted on TcoPYK in

the presence and absence of PEP and/or F16BP demonstrate that the enzyme

displays a thermal stability profile typical of trypanosomatid PYKs (Figure

2). While unligated TcoPYK has an apparent melting temperature (Tm,app)205

of ∼46.0°C, the enzyme is clearly stabilized by the addition of its substrate

PEP (∆Tm,app ≈ 12.0°C), its effector F16BP (∆Tm,app ≈ 11.5°C), or both

PEP and F16BP (∆Tm,app ≈ 17.0°C; Figure 2). As has been described for

other trypanosomatid PYKs [10, 25, 29], the increasing thermal stability of

the enzyme upon binding of substrates and/or effectors most likely reflects a210

decrease in conformational flexibility and, thus, rigidification of the TcoPYK

tetramer. When compared to the enzyme kinetics (Table 2), it is clear that the

enhancement in TcoPYK’s specificity constant towards PEP correlates with an

increased thermal stability. These are characteristic features of the mechanistic

principles underlying trypanosomatid PYK function according to the “rock-and-215

lock” model [10].

3.3. TcoPYK adopts an R-state conformation when bound by its effector F16BP

Given that F16BP also allosterically regulates the function of trypanoso-

matid PYKs, F16BP is expected to prompt similar structural rearrangements

in the PYK tetramer as observed for F26BP [29]. However, a structure of220

a trypanosomatid PYK in complex with F16BP has not yet been reported.

Therefore, TcoPYK was crystallized in complex with its effector F16BP. The

crystal structure of TcoPYK bound with F16BP displays a characteristic R-

state conformation also observed for the TbrPYK-F26BP complex (Figure 3):

i) rotation of the AC core by 6°-8° around residues 430-434 as a pivot point, ii)225

the formation of a hydrogen bond between A domain Arg311 and the backbone

carbonyl groups of Arg263 and Gly264 in the adjacent A’ domain (and vice
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versa) in order to remodel the catalytic pocket for substrate accommodation,

and iii) binding of F16BP or F26BP by the effector pocket to fix the otherwise

flexible effector binding loop and stabilize the CC’ dimer interface. Hence, as230

has been described for F26BP, F16BP binding provides a “lock”, which involves

rigidification of certain regions of the TcoPYK tetramer (fixation of the effector

binding loop and CC’ dimer interface stabilization due to salt bridge forma-

tion). Taken together with the kinetic and thermal unfolding data discussed

above, this loss of flexibility correlates with an improved thermal stability and,235

importantly, with an enhancement of enzyme activity (i.e. increase in speci-

ficity constant) as has been described for F26BP [29].

The structural changes in effector loop conformation upon effector binding

have been well-documented for F16BP [41] and F26BP [25] binding to hu-

man and trypanosomatid PYKs, respectively. As discussed by Morgan and240

colleagues [25], the effector loop conformations and orientations of the bound

effector are markedly different for F16BP-human PYK compared to F26BP-

trypanosomatid PYK complexes. In the TcoPYK-F16BP structure presented

here, the observed effector loop conformation and effector molecule orienta-

tion are both highly similar to those reported for the TbrPYK-F26BP complex245

(Figure 3). While the residues mediating the protein-effector interactions are

identical, certain differences exist in the way the effectors are accommodated

into the effector binding pocket (Table 3). While the interactions mediating

accommodation of the effector’s C6 phosphate group are virtually identical in

both cases, main differences exist in the binding of the other substituents of250

the effector molecule. Noteworthy differences compared to the TbrPYK-F26BP

structure are: i) the apparently weaker hydrogen bond between TcoPYK Asn402

and the F16BP C1 phopshate, ii) the seemingly weaker salt bridge between

TcoPYK Arg454 and the F16BP C1 phopshate, iii) the different orientation

of Arg457 in the accommodation of the F16BP C1 phosphate (”lateral” salt255

bridge between Arg457 side chain NH2 compared to a ”frontal” salt bridge be-

tween TbrPYK Arg457 and the F26BP C2 phosphate involving both the Arg457

side chain NH1 and NH2 groups), and iv) the lack of an interaction between
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Figure 3: Structural features of F16BP-bound TcoPYK. For both (A.) and (B.), the

left panel displays a superposition of apo TcrPYK (PDB ID 4KRZ [25]) and TcoPYK-F16BP

(PDB ID 6SU2, this work), which illustrates the AC core rotation. Apo TcrPYK is colored

sky blue, while the TcoPYK-F16BP is color-coded according to Figure 1A. In each monomer,

the locations of Arg311 and the effector binding site are highlighted by yellow and cyan boxes,

respectively. The right panels in both (A.) and (B.) depict stereo views of the regions high-

lighted by the boxes. (A.) Overview of the interactions made by Arg311 within the PYK AA’

interface. The top stereo view highlights this region for apo TcrPYK (colored in sky blue),

while the bottom stereo view presents a superposition of TcoPYK-F16BP (colored as in Fig-

ure 1A) and TbrPYK-F26BP (colored in light grey; PDB ID 4HYW [29]). Residues Arg263,

Gly264, Gln298, Arg311 and Asp316 are shown in stick representation. The residues origi-

nating from the A’ domain are indicated by an asterisk ‘*’. (B.) Overview of the interactions

made within the effector binding site comprising the effector binding loop (Ala482-Gly488).

The top stereo view highlights this region for apo TcrPYK (colored in sky blue), while the

bottom stereo view presents a superposition of TcoPYK-F16BP (colored as in Figure 1A)

and TbrPYK-F26BP (colored in light grey; PDB ID 4HYW [29]). Residues Leu400, Ser401,

Asn402, Ser/Thr403, Ser406, Arg/Lys454, Arg457, Tyr489 and Pro490 are shown in stick

representation.

the Gly488 backbone amide and the C1 OH, which is obviously not present in

F16BP (instead, the Gly488 backbone amide only forms a hydrogen bond with260

the hemiketal oxygen of F16BP). Overall, given reduced number of interactions

between F16BP and TcoPYK and the longer distances (and thus presumably

weaker interactions) within the TcoPYK-F16BP complex, these data might ex-

plain why F26BP is a more potent activator of trypanosomatid PYKs compared

to F16BP. However, given the moderate resolution of the structure and some-265

times weak electron density in this region of the crystal, additional validation

will require collecting higher resolution data sets. Despite our efforts, we have

not succeeded in acquiring such data sets yet.

3.4. Citrate binds TcoPYK’s active site, induces an R-state transition, and is

a weak inhibitor of enzyme activity270

Given the availability of an R-state structure for TcoPYK, we attempted to

obtain a crystal structure of the enzyme in its unligated T-state. Crystallization
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Table 3: Comparison of protein-effector interactions in the TbrPYK-F26BP and
TcoPYK-F16BP complexes. TbrPYK-F26BP (PDB ID 4HYW [29]) and TcoPYK-F16BP

(PDB ID 6SU2, this work). The average distances of interactions are reported and were

calculated by measuring all distances within all chains of the respective asymmetric units.
TbrPYK-F26BP TcoPYK-F16BP

TbrPYK F26BP Interaction TcoPYK F16BP Interaction

(distance) (distance)

Leu400 backbone CO C4 OH hydrogen bond Leu400 backbone CO C3 OH hydrogen bond

(2.7 Å) (3.5 Å)

Ser401 side chain OH C6 P hydrogen bond Ser401 side chain OH C6 P hydrogen bond

(2.5 Å) (3.6 Å)

Asn402 backbone NH C6 P hydrogen bond Asn402 backbone NH C6 P hydrogen bond

(2.6 Å) (2.8 Å)

Asn402 side chain NH2 C2 P hydrogen bond Asn402 side chain NH2 C1 P hydrogen bond

(3.0 Å) (3.7 Å)

Thr403 backbone NH C6 P hydrogen bond Thr403 backbone NH C6 P hydrogen bond

(2.8 Å) (2.8 Å)

Thr403 side chain OH C6 P hydrogen bond Thr403 side chain OH C6 P hydrogen bond

(2.9 Å) (3.1 Å)

Ser406 backbone NH C6 P hydrogen bond Ser406 backbone NH C6 P hydrogen bond

(2.9 Å) (3.2 Å)

Ser406 side chain OH C6 P hydrogen bond Ser406 backbone NH C6 P hydrogen bond

(2.7 Å) (2.8 Å)

Lys454 side chain Nζ C2 P electrostatic Arg454 side chain NH1 C1 P electrostatic

(2.8 Å) (3.8 Å)

Arg457 side chain NH1 C2 P electrostatic / / /

(2.7 Å)

Arg457 side chain NH2 C2 P electrostatic Arg457 side chain NH2 C1 P electrostatic

(3.0 Å) (2.5 Å)

Ala482 backbone NH C3 OH hydrogen bond Ala482 backbone NH C3 OH hydrogen bond

(3.1 Å) (3.8 Å)

Gly488 backbone NH C1 OH hydrogen bond / / /

(2.7 Å)

Gly488 backbone NH hemiketal O hydrogen bond Gly488 backbone NH hemiketal O hydrogen bond

(4.0 Å) (4.2 Å)

Tyr489 backbone NH hemiketal O hydrogen bond Tyr489 backbone NH hemiketal O hydrogen bond

(3.4 Å) (4.7 Å)
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conditions for apo TcoPYK were screened on a large scale by employing vari-

ous commercial screens. Crystals were finally obtained in an optimized variant

of the JCSG+ (Molecular Dimensions) condition no. 3 (100 mM ammonium275

citrate dibasic, 12.5% PEG 3350). However, structure determination clearly in-

dicated that TcoPYK crystallized under these experimental conditions was not

unligated and adopted an R-state rather than a T-state conformation. Careful

inspection of the electron density revealed that citrate (present in the crystal-

lization cocktail) is bound to TcoPYK’s active site. The binding of citrate to the280

active site of PYKs has been documented in two cases: Homo sapiens liver PYK

(HsaLPYK; PDB ID 4IP7 [42]) and Cryptosporidium parvum PYK (CpaPYK;

PDB ID 3MA8; paper “to be published”). In both structures, citrate binds at

the position where PEP or pyruvate and the γ-phosphate of ATP would nor-

mally be located (Figure 4, two top panels). The asymmetric unit of the crystal285

structure of TcoPYK bound by citrate contains 2 tetramers (8 chains). In one

chain (chain B), citrate positions itself at a similar location (Figure 4, second

panel from the bottom). However, in another chain (chain C), the citrate seems

to mimic the triphosphate moiety of ATP (Figure 4, bottom panel). The cit-

rates modeled in all other TcoPYK chains adopt poses in between these two290

extremes. The observed citrate binding site suggests that this metabolite would

be able to induce the R-state conformation upon TcoPYK binding. Indeed,

DSF experiments performed in the absence and presence of citrate clearly sup-

port this hypothesis as the addition of citrate increases the protein’s thermal

stability in a concentration-dependent manner (Figure 5A). The addition of 50295

mM citrate causes a similar shift in the protein’s apparent melting temperature

as observed for 10 mM PEP (∆Tm,app ≈ 12.0°C). Since the above-mentioned

crystallisation cocktail contained 100 mM ammonium citrate (and no substrates

or effectors), this explains the crystallization of TcoPYK in its R-state under

these conditions.300

The presence of citrate in TcoPYK’s active site could also imply that citrate

potentially inhibits its activity through locking the enzyme in a non-productive

R-state. Indeed, citrate has been reported to inhibit PYKs from various organ-
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Figure 4: Structural analysis of citrate binding to TcoPYK’s active site. Stereo views

of superpositions of TbrPYK-PEP-F26BP (PDB ID 4HYV [29]; top panel) with LmePYK-

ATP-OXL-F26BP (PDB ID 3HQP [10]), HsaLPYK-CIT (PDB ID 4IP7 [42]; second panel

from the top), TcoPYK-CIT chain B (PDB ID 6SU1, this work; second panel from the bottom)

and TcoPYK-CIT chain C (PDB ID 6SU1, this work; bottom panel). The TbrPYK, HsaLPYK

and LmePYK structures are colored in light grey, pink and green respectively. The TcoPYK

structures are color-coded as in Figure 1A. The Mg2+ and K+ ions are displayed as green and

purple spheres, respectively. PEP = phosphoenolpyruvate, OXL = oxalate, CIT = citrate.

Figure 5: Investigation of the effect of citrate on TcoPYK’s thermal stability and
enzymatic activity. (A.) The thermal stability profiles of TcoPYK in the absence and

presence of citrate. The experimental data are plotted under a differentiated form in which the

curve peaks correspond to the Tm,app values. (B.) The effect of various citrate concentrations

on the specific activity of TcoPYK at 5 mM PEP.

isms; Plasmodium falciparum [43], cyanobacterium Synechococcus [44], Solanum

tuberosum (potato) [45], Glycine max (soybean) [46], yeast Rhodosporidium305

toruloides [47], HsaLPYK [42] and Leishmania major PYK [48]. In the lat-

ter case, the addition of 10 mM citrate leads to a reduction of 50% in enzyme

activity. For TcoPYK, however, the addition of citrate seems to have very little

influence on enzymatic activity: most tested citrate concentrations have no im-

pact whatsoever and weak inhibitory effects are only noticeable starting from310

12.5 mM citrate (Figure 5B). Whether or not this citrate-mediated inhibition of

TcoPYK is physiologically relevant remains unclear and would require further

investigation.

In conclusion, the data in this paper demonstrate that TcoPYK operates via

the “rock-and-lock” model. Although the allosteric effectors F16BP and F26BP315

appear to have a lesser effect on the specificity constant of TcoPYK towards

PEP compared with TbrPYK, there seems to be no structural basis to explain

this observed discrepancy.
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